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Curry Life Magazine presents exclusive curry trade show to

showcase your products and services to business people of

the Curry Industry. World Curry Expo will run alongside Curry

Life Awards and Gala Dinner at the prestigious London Hilton

on Park Lane, Sunday 3rd of November 2019. Come and meet

the buyers and sellers and secure best deal for your business.
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In this issue of  Curry Life Magazine, we focus on the
mandatory calorie labelling law, which forces restaurants
to list calorie counts on their menus. Under a plan drawn
up by Theresa May government’s policy unit, restaurants
and takeaways must list the calories in every item they
serve. It is part of  the government’s initiative to halve
child obesity by 2030 – but would cost 26,000 small
eateries about £500 each a year to implement it.
The British Takeaway Campaign has initiated a plea to
urge the Government to exempt restaurants and takeaways
with fewer than five outlets from mandatory calorie
labelling. For restaurants between five and ten outlets, the
BTC called on the Government to allow a two-year delay
before mandatory calorie labelling is essential.

Takeaways are also demanding a government-funded
online calorie calculator to help them work out how
fattening their dishes are. This will empower customers to
make informed choices. Takeaways these days are
increasingly offering healthy options on their menus.
According to research, about 65 per cent of  takeaway
restaurants now sell low-fat options, while 59 per cent sell
low-salt items. 
We agree that restaurateurs should encourage healthy food
habits for a healthy living. However, this approach is not
the only solution to tackle the problem it may only lead to
restricting consumer choices and have negative impact on
small and medium food businesses.
(See page 8) 

As Curry Life was going to press, came the devastating
news for our hospitality and catering industry about
Celebrity Chef  Jamie Oliver’s Restaurant empire
collapsed with loss of  1000 plus jobs. 
This is no doubt a serious blow to all those who are
working tirelessly to establish food business against the
raising food  costs, skills shortage and other challenges. 

This news comes in at a time when the consumer
confidence is at the lowest level in the country and fear
and uncertainty is hanging over our heads.
The restaurant sector is hardly sizzling at the moment. It
is time for the government to think hard before it’s too
late to come up with some special measures to help this
sector before more bad news and job losses. (See page 11)

Mandatory calorie labelling hurting small businesses

Investing in knowledge is important
Once again Curry Life is offering a unique opportunity to
all involved with curry houses to come together for a day-
long workshop, to share hints and tips about good
practices in the industry.
The Culinary Workshop is specially designed by experts in
the food and hospitality industry, to equip restaurant
owners, managers and chefs with new skills which they can
immediately apply in their own businesses and profession
to bring about positive changes.

We also hope the networking part will be beneficial to all
those attending the event as we believe this will fuel
connections between industry experts, restaurateurs, chefs
and future friends. No doubt, these contacts can be
approached in future to improve your professional career
and business.
As the saying goes, "An investment in knowledge pays the
best interest," it is clear why a Culinary Workshop like this
one is important for the industry. (See page 16)

Curry Life is extremely delighted to feature the expansion
of  the reputed restaurant supply chain Bangla Town Cash
and Carry. They’ve opened up a big depot in Barking from
where restaurants can pick up their supply. There are
options of  delivery, which saves buyers the hassles of
transport and eases the entire bulk purchase process.
Curry Life always encourages Bangladeshis to promote
their food, products, culture and tradition. A cash and
carry like this one, makes a good match for regular supply

to Bangladeshi restaurants and this in return contributes to
the growth of  Bangladesh economy, as well as the
economy here in the UK. It is a matter of  pride to see
more Bangladeshi origin food products being sold and
promoted through cash and carry outlets and restaurants.
There's nothing wrong being patriotic about it. We
congratulate Bangla Town Cash and Carry on their
expansion.
(See page 24)

Curry Life encourages growth and expansion of businesses

Government should act now to prevent further job losses

EDITORIAL
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Hot, mild, creamy or dry, any way you
like it, the fact still remains: CURRY

has come to be the UK’s number one
national food. The curry now outsells even
fish and chips. Some twelve thousand
Indian restaurants in the UK cater to ever-
increasing love of  Indian food.
Now, the great British curry is going back
to its roots – Kolkata (formerly known as
Calcutta). Once the proud seat of  the
British Raj in India, Kolkata is the place
where the curry trail of  UK really started.
As homage to the India’s great eastern city,
some of  the UK’s finest chefs will be
showcasing the ‘Best of  British’ dishes at
the Taste of  Britain Curry Festival, at the
five-star Boutique Heritage Hotel
RaajKutir, Kolkata, West Bengal, from
2-8 July 2019.
Leading the team will be top chef  Mark
Poynton, who appeared on the BBC’s
Great British Menu series and started his
career under the tutelage of  Daniel
Clifford, the renowned double-starred
Michelin chef  and owner of  the world-

famous Midsummer House restaurant in
Cambridge.
Mark will be serving up a ‘Best of  British’
menu while his fellow British curry chef
team will focus on the best of  British
curry.
On the menu will be a range of  new dishes
offering a spicy twist to traditional British
meals - as well as classic high street
favourites like Chicken Tikka Masala, Balti
and Zalfrezi dishes.
A major backer of  the Festival is Cobra
Beer founder and chairman, Lord Karan
Bilimoria CBE, DL, who says: “What
better time could there be to showcase the
great British curry than when we are trying
to boost exports and the UK’s worldwide
trade potential during Brexit.
“Taking the hugely popular British version
of  curry to Kolkata, to the place where it
originated, does just that.”
Chef  Abul Monsur, Chef  Patron of  Taj
Cuisine, Kent, will also be among the team,
as will Muhammad Aaban Aamir Ali from
Roshni Restaurant in Stoke-on-Trent, Syed

Chefs to
introduce own
Curry Flavours in

India

“What better time could there be
to showcase the great British curry
than when we are trying to boost
exports and the UK’s worldwide
trade potential during Brexit.”

Lord Karan Bilimoria CBE, DL

British 
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Mark Poynton, a renowned UK chef, will join Abul
Monsur, owner of  Taj Cuisine, Kent, to lead a five-

member team for the Taste of  Britain Curry Festival in
Kolkata, India from July 2-8  , 2019. Mark will be serving up
a ‘Best of  British’ menu while his fellow British curry chef
team will focus on the best of  British curry.
Mark, who is the Chef  Patron of  MJP Restaurant and
recently appeared in the BBC series the Great British Menu,
has been an integral part of  two festivals previously. His
career took off  to a flying start under the tutelage of  Daniel
Clifford, the famous double-starred Michelin chef, who
owns the world-famous Midsummer House restaurant in
Cambridge.

Zohorul Islam from the Capital Restaurant, County Durham
and Mohammed Shahin Miah from Shahin Restaurant,
Sunbury-on-Thames and Shamsul Islam, Food Hygiene
Specialist, who provides food safety and quality compliance.
Festival founder and organiser, Syed Belal Ahmed, Editor of
the UK based Curry Life Magazine, said: “Hopefully this
festival will create the opportunity not only to showcase the
Best of  British Cuisine, but also help our chefs from Britain
bring fresh ideas to their own menus by working alongside the
culinary masters of  India.”
Mr Subrata Debnath, General Manager and Business Head at

the Raaj Kutir Kolkata, said: “We are delighted to be
welcoming British chefs and hosting the Taste of  Britain
Curry Festival at the Raaj Kutir.”
Highly acclaimed British Michelin Laureate Chef  Mark
Poynton, said: “I’m really looking forward to showcasing high
quality British food in Kolkata using a menu of  fresh, original
dishes full of  vibrant flavours. I’m sure diners will be
impressed.”
His Excellency Bruce Bracknell, the British Deputy High
Commissioner to Kolkata, is expected to inaugurate the
festival.

In less than a year of  his stint at Alimentum, he took charge
as head chef. The restaurant gaining three AA rosettes is one
of  Mark’s most remarkable accomplishments. Two of  his
regular customers were so impressed with his cooking that they
invested in the business and he took over Alimentum in 2010,
becoming Chef-Patron. In 2011 and 2012 the restaurant was
named one of  the ‘Top 100 UK Restaurants’ in the National
Restaurant Awards and in October 2012 was awarded its first
Michelin star in the 2013 guide, which it has retained for a
consecutive year until 2017.
Mark was shortlisted for The Craft Guild of  Chefs ‘Restaurant
Chef  of  the Year’ award 2013. In July 2014, Alimentum was
voted number 10 in Square Meal Lifestyle’s Top 50 restaurants
outside London.
Ahead of  the curry festival, Chef  Poynton said: “I’m really
looking forward to showcasing high quality British food in
India using a menu of  fresh, original dishes full of  vibrant
flavours. I’m sure diners will be impressed.”
Mark has rubbed shoulders with greats like Paul Kitching at
the Michelin-starred Juniper restaurant in Altrincham, followed
by Daniel Clifford at Cambridge’s two Michelin-starred
Midsummer House. During his seven-year tenure, Mark
worked his way up from chef  de partie to head chef, propelling
the restaurant’s success with two Michelin stars, four AA
rosettes, and 7/10 in the Good Food Guide.
Mark has been involved in "A Passion to Inspire " for the past
9 years working with and inspiring hundreds of  students and
lecturers across the country. Whilst working alongside "A
Passion to Inspire" and Dingley Dell's Flying Visits has helped
raise over £215,000 for various charities such as NSPCC and
Teenage Cancer Trust.
Mark's key objective is to always inspire the next generation
and has an open policy to students to come and experience
working at MJP Restaurant. He was invited to Judge the
National final of  The Master Chefs of  Great Britain Young
Pastry Chef  of  the Year 2018.
Mark applies classic cooking techniques to seasonal British
produce to achieve complexity of  both flavour and texture. He
is serious about the effect that his business has on the
ecosystems it relies on and has won an RSPCA Good Business
Award and Innovation Award for his attention to animal
welfare.

Chef Mark Poynton
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Abul Monsur is an award-winning chef  who has been a leading figure
in the development of  British curry cuisine during the last 30 years. 

He is the proprietor and executive chef  of  two popular award-winning
restaurants in Chatham’s Walderslade and a takeaway on Lower Stoke,
Kent.
Abul, who is also famous as Kent’s hardest working restaurateur and
chef, manages a team of  20, while maintaining a hands-on approach
when it comes to preparing all the sauces and marinades for his kitchen.
His passion for cooking came from his mother and he began his
apprenticeship as a teenager working in a succession of  restaurants. His
first full time position as a chef  came courtesy of  his father who was
opening a takeaway business. His ‘job interview’ was cooking a meal for
his father who proceeded to eat it without comment before disappearing
upstairs to talk with his wife. The general consensus was ‘the boy can
cook’.
Abul is part of  an elite group of  ‘best of  British’ chefs who participate
in the British Curry Festival which tours the world promoting the unique
style of  British Indian fusion cooking that has developed in the UK.
Abul has participated in many festivals in India including Kolkata in the
past. He said: "Kolkata food scene is challenging, and I love the city. It’s
very big. People know what curry is. In the UK we are very much
focused on healthy eating now. Not much of  ghee or oil is used. Its not
about selling British curry there, I always learn something new when I
go to Kolkata. So, I am looking forward to some great Bengali food.”

Chef Abul Monsur
Taj Cuisine

Walderslade Centre, 

1, Walderslade Road, 

Chatham ME5 9UD

Mohammed Shahin Miah, who is the co-owner and executive chef
of  The Shahin located in Sunbury on Thames, Middlesex,

successfully took over his uncle’s more than 50-year-old business in 2006,
only to achieve greater milestones. His uncle, Mr Mahmadur Rashid,
who is a veteran in the Bangladesh Caterers Association, had only request
at that time - to maintain the standard of  the restaurant and keep the
brand name. Miah and his friend and business partner Shubin, whom
he has known for last 16 years, did just that. 
The Shahin is a flourishing business for them, as they have customers
who still frequent the restaurant since its launch many years ago. “There
are four customers who visit regularly – almost every Friday and sit at
the same table,” boasts Miah.
This 39-year-old chef  has a tough task in hand as he maintains the
traditional menu of  the established restaurant and at the same time
experiments with new dishes. “I always wanted to be a chef. I am
passionate about cooking and creating new dishes,” says Miah, who first
started working at a restaurant at the age of  19, back in 1999.
Miah’s approach to cooking is combining traditional flavours with
British-Indian fusion dishes. “At Shahin, we are changing dishes and
upgrading from time to time, but Chicken Shaba is one specialty which
is a hot selling dish and always on the menu,” he adds. 
Miah is honoured to be selected for the Taste of  Britain Curry festival.
“I like to create my dishes and I am very excited about the opportunity
to showcase my skills as a British curry chef. It is also a great opportunity
for us to learn new things,” he says. 

Mohammed Shahin Miah
The Shahin

67 Thames St, 

Sunbury-on-Thames 

TW16 5QF
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The County Durham has an excellent restaurants, the Capital. Syed
Zohorul Islam is the Executive Chef  and brain behind popular

eatery. Syed began working in his uncle's restaurant in Sunderland as a
16 year-old. He quickly realised he had a flair for cooking which lead
him to branch out on his own with a takeaway followed by restaurant.
He takes immense pride in being part of  Taste of  Britain Curry Festival
again. His diners, 99% British, are loyal and appreciative of  his wide-
ranging menu of  traditional and fusion dishes. The City of  Durham is a
famous university town and many of  his customers are students. “They
appreciate good food so much so that when they graduate and leave they
always recommend the Capital to the fresher”. 
Here with his team, Syed, 55, has in the past 16 years, has earned the
support and dedicated following of  customers who love his exclusive,
specialty dishes of  aromatically spiced spring lamb, duck cooked in
tamarind and honey sauce and his delicately flavoured Chicken Korma. 
Syed Zohorul Islam is much in demand as a 'wedding cook' catering for
hundreds of  people at a time. He has cooked for many weddings in
north east England.
“I’m always thinking, always experimenting.” And that in a nutshell is
the hallmark of  success of  multiaward winning chef, Syed Zohorul
Islam.His creative cooking has earned him a spectacular string of  awards,
representing Britain at international Fusion Food Festivals in Madrid,
Dhaka as well as the honour of  being part of  the British super curry
chef  team that went to New Delhi, India, to showcase the best in British
curry at the Taste of  Britain Curry Festival.

Syed Zohorul Islam
TThe Capital

69 Claypath

Durham DH1 1QT

Acareer in the catering industry was not something Mohammad
Aaban Aamir Ali dreamt of  as a child, but after a two-month crash

course in college, he knew what exactly he was cut out for. 
With prior experience in curry restaurants, Md Ali started his full-time
job at Roshni restaurant in Stoke on Trent in 2002. His initial years were
restricted to the front, serving and waiting, but he longed to be in the
kitchen. “I was working as a full-time waiter but was more interested on
the kitchen side of  things. I had some experience because of  my
previous jobs, but here it took some time before I started handling the
kitchen.”
Ali, who confidently donned the chef ’s hat first in 2013 in Roshni, says
“I am happy to experiment with my own dishes and the last six years
have taught me a great deal in terms of  controlling the kitchen, taking
care of  spices, ingredients and the menu.” 
Choosing the kitchen over managing customers was an easy decision for
him. “The reason for being in the kitchen is I am passionate about
cooking. I want to serve customers some really good dishes for which
they will want to come back. I also ensure that we change the menu every
year,” says the 39-year-old. 
Ali is overwhelmed by the support from his customers for being selected
for this prestigious international Taste of  Britain Curry Festival. “I am
very excited and looking forward to the event. This will be an excellent
platform to pick up new skills and techniques and bring that back to our
business.” he adds. As Chef  Ali works in middle England, traditional
dishes like Balti is very popular in his restaurants. With all the experience,
he is hopeful of  putting up an impressive show in Kolkata. 

Mohammad Aaban Aamir Ali
Roshni Restaurant

19 Cheadle Road, 

Forsbrook, Stoke-on-Trent 

ST11 9BX
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Expressing discontent over mandatory calorie
labelling, the British Takeaway Campaign has written
to the Government to exempt restaurants and
takeaways with fewer than five outlets from its
proposals. The organization also called for a two-year
delay for takeaways with five to ten outlets.
Amid bitter divisions in the Cabinet, ministers are yet
to decide whether small businesses, independent
restaurants, pop-up eateries and cafes, will be
exempted from the plans.
Many local takeaways lack the resources and
infrastructure to implement the changes immediately,
the organization noted, adding, the calculated costs
for implementing mandatory calorie labelling could
touch up to £150 per menu item.
The Campaign, which represents restaurant and

takeaway owners, food manufacturers, supply-chain
organisations and trade associations, is calling for a
three-tiered approach to calorie labelling:
- For restaurants and takeaways with fewer than five

outlets, calorie labelling should be on a voluntary
basis only;

- For restaurants with five to ten outlets, a two-year
delay to the adoption of  mandatory calorie
labelling, once the new regulations come into
force;

- Calorie labelling to be mandatory from day one
for all other takeaways and restaurants.

Like Northern Ireland and Scotland, a nationwide
roll-out of  an online calorie calculator should be
introduced to assist takeaways of  all sizes to measure
the calories of  dishes on their menu.
Ibrahim Dogus, Chair of  the British Takeaway
Campaign, said: “The takeaway sector is committed to
providing customers healthier choices and playing an
active role in tackling obesity. All we are asking is that
calorie labelling plans are rolled out in a way that the
small business owners who run our local Fish and
Chip shops, our Kurdish and Turkish kebab houses
and our Indian takeaways can cope with. Otherwise
we risk choking the life out of  a Great British
institution.”

“Most takeaway restaurants are small, independent
businesses who face an array of  pressures from rising
business rates to skills shortages. We want to ensure
these restaurants, that are part of  the fabric of  British
culture, continue to thrive whilst playing their part to
promote healthy eating.”
The introduction of  calorie information on menus
was proposed last summer in the Government’s
updated childhood obesity strategy.  However, details
of  how it will work - including a timescale for the
compulsory measures - have yet to be agreed.

Calorie labelling threatens 

small businesses - BTC
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FOR FURTHER DETAILS PHONE OR VISIT WEBSITE

07956 588 777, 07956 439 458

www.currylifeawards.com

SUNDAY 3 NOVEMBER 2019

Name...........................................................................................................

Restaurant name.........................................................................................

Address........................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................

..........................................................Post code...........................................

Mobile:........................................................................................................

Email............................................................................................................

or post coupon to: CURRY LIFE , 23 Keswick Gardens, Ilford IG4 5NF

WhatsApp this coupon with your details

Experience the most inspiring night of the Curry Calendar. Excellence deserves recognition. Don’t forget to
put up nominations for your restaurant, chef or takeaways to get recognitions they deserve. Winning CURRY
LIFE Award will put your restaurant in the spotlight Join us for a show unlike any you have seen. Book
your table now at the Curry Life Awards, London Hilton on Park Lane for Sunday 3rd November 2019.

CURRYLIFE AWARDS 2019

BEST RESTAURANT

BEST CURRY CHEF

BEST CUSTOMER CHOICE

BEST TAKEAWAY

CA
TE
GO

RI
ES
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International fast food giant
Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC) is
developing a vegan chicken burger
in the United Kingdom. 
Nisha Katona, owner of  Indian
restaurant group Mowgli, got an
exclusive access by the fast food
chain to test out the new vegan
sandwich before it becomes
publicly available.
“Oh my heaven! On a dream job
today- filming for the BBC One
Show with exclusive access to the
actual KFC headquarters
development kitchen,” Katona
wrote on Twitter. 
“Also, I was the first member of  the
public to taste the new vegan
chicken burger. This to me is
actually living the dream,” the
renowned chef  and food writer
tweeted. 

Responding to one of  the tweets
when asked how the burger was,
she added: "Oh my word - brilliant
product - they are still working in
[sic] it but truly great start."
There is no word on when the
company plans to release the vegan
burger in the UK, but vegans and
vegetarians in some other countries
can enjoy veggie chicken

sandwiches at KFC.
KFC revealed their plan to provide
customers more vegan options in
March earlier this year as demand
for plant-based food is seen to be
on the rise.
Jack Hinchcliffe, innovation
director at KFC, told a leading
newspaper, “Veganism as a trend
has really blown up. For us, it’s
about taking the amazing tastes of
KFC and offering those in a
vegetarian or vegan alternative.”
The company said it plans to offer
options that will not let vegans
down. “"A bean patty would not
cut the mustard as that lets down
vegans," he said.
Victoria Robertson Head of  Food
Innovation for KFC UK, told
another daily, “We know people are
more passionate than ever about

eating well, and we face a big
challenge in shifting their
perceptions of  what we offer.”  
“We’ve done it before, though – the
success of  our Riceboxes has
shown that our fans will go for
lighter options from us,” she said,
adding, “That said, we know any
new menu and recipe changes will
have to be just as tasty as today.”

Pringles has unveiled three new flavours of
crisps, which are ‘inspired by the east’ and
incorporate rich flavours. This combined with
the exotic flavours mean customers should get
"a more intense flavour", according to the
crisp making giant.
The flavours in this new range are Indian
Tandoori Chicken Masala, Malaysian Red
Curry and Peking Duck with Hoisin Duck.
This launch comes in the wake of  a study
which revealed 39% of  Brits regularly
experiment with new flavours. Within the 25-
34 age range the number increases to 60%.
The new Rice Fusion range as the name
suggests is made from a rice base and costs
£1.99.
The American stackable crisps brand is
famous for experimenting with flavours and
launches. 
Earlier this year, they launched its first-ever
'Mystery Flavour' of  chips in Australia, where
one can get richer by $10,000 if  they guess
correctly what exactly it tastes like. 
The new flavour was reportedly under wraps,
and not a single staff  member in head office
knew what it was. 

Vegan chicken burgers
make it to KFC menu

Pringles crisps
launch Tandoori
Chicken Masala
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Twenty two of  the 25 Jamie Oliver's
Italian restaurant chain in the UK have
closed down with the loss of  1,000 jobs
after the business called in
administrators.
The celebrity chef, who pumped in £4m
cash this year, said he is “devastated”
with the news and understands “how
difficult this is for everyone affected."
Oliver tweeted: "I'm devastated that our
much-loved UK restaurants have gone
into administration. I am deeply
saddened by this outcome and would like
to thank all of  the people who have put
their hearts and souls into this business
over the years.”

In another statement, Oliver said: "I
would also like to thank all the customers
who have enjoyed and supported us over
the last decade, it's been a real pleasure
serving you.We launched Jamie's Italian
in 2008 with the intention of  positively
disrupting mid-market dining in the UK
High Street, with great value and much
higher quality ingredients, best-in-class
animal welfare standards and an amazing
team who shared my passion for great
food and service. And we did exactly
that."
Two Jamie's Italian restaurants and Jamie
Oliver's Diner at Gatwick Airport will
continue to remain open as of  now while
the administrators explore options for
the outlets.
"The group had recently undertaken a
process to secure additional investment
into the business and, since the beginning
of  this year, Jamie Oliver has made
available additional funds of  £4m to
support the fundraising," said the
administrators in a statement. "However,

with no suitable investment forthcoming
and in light of  the very difficult current
trading environment, the directors
resolved to appoint administrators."
While experts believe the growth of
takeaway apps, and a 'saturation' of  food
chains on Britain's high streets
contributed to the downfall of  the
company's, the chef  himself  in earlier
interviews blamed his empire's dreadful
state on Brexit, as well as rental costs,
local government rates and the increase
in the minimum wage. 
Jamie Oliver's Fifteen Cornwall at
Watergate Bay, which operates under a
franchise, is unaffected. The international
restaurants trading as Jamie's Italian,
Jamie's Pizzeria and Jamie's Deli will also
continue to trade as normal.
Oliver is known for his Naked Chef
books and TV shows, broadcast in
dozens of  countries, after first being
shown in the UK 20 years ago. He has
also campaigned for healthier eating,
including in school meals.

Jamie Oliver’s restaurant chain crumbles, leaves 1000 jobless
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Eating rice could help prevent
obesity, a Japanese study has
found. According to a
Bloomberg report, researchers
from the Doshisha Women’s
College of  Liberal Arts in Kyoto
said that people following a
Japanese or Asian-style diet
based on rice were “less likely to
be obese” than those living in
countries where the
consumption of  rice is low.
The researchers added that even
a modest increase of  50 grams of
rice per day could help to reduce
the worldwide prevalence of
obesity by one per cent — from
650 million adults to 643.5
million adults.
They noted that low-
carbohydrate diets limiting rice
are a popular weight-loss strategy
in developed countries, but the
effect of  rice on obesity was
unclear.
The study examined rice
consumption — in terms of
grams per day per person — and
calorie intake in 136 countries, as
well as data on body mass index
(BMI).
In the U.K., people were found
to consume just 19 grams of  rice
a day, below dozens of  other
countries including Canada,
Spain and the U.S.
“The observed associations
suggest that the obesity rate is
low in countries that eat rice as a
staple food,” said Professor
Tomoko Imai, who led the study.
Giving possible reasons why rice
can help, Prof  Imai said rice was
low in fat, adding: “It’s possible
that the fibre, nutrients and plant
compounds found in whole
grains may increase feelings of
fullness and prevent overeating.”
“Given the rising levels of

Eating more rice could help fight obesity 

obesity worldwide,
eating more rice should
be recommended to
protect against obesity
even in western
countries,” Prof  Imai
was quoted as saying.
The authors of  the
study concluded: “The
prevalence of  obesity
was significantly lower
in the countries with
higher rice supply even
after controlling for
lifestyle and
socioeconomic
indicators.”
Tam Fry, chairman of
the U.K.’s National
Obesity Forum, said:
“We have known for
centuries that Far
Eastern populations
tend to be slimmer than
in the West because rice
is a staple food, but few
obesity specialists may
have appreciated why.
This novel research is
the first to hypothesize

that we could nail obesity
by eating a modest
amount more.”

The study was presented
at the European Congress
on Obesity in Glasgow.
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When the world was going through a
“Gin-aissance” back in 2015, two bar
owners in Delhi, India who waited
expectantly for the tsunami of  Gin
brands were left high and dry. The
country which saw the invention of  gin
and tonic and where exotic gin botanicals
are found, paradoxically most home
kitchens was still in the dark ages when
gin is concerned. If  they wanted gin, they
were going to have to make it themselves.
They stepped out from behind the bar,
got themselves a copper pot still and
experimented with every spice, herb and
fruit they could find. They found a lot,
they distilled a lot, they tasted a lot and
they fell down a lot. 
It took them more than two years and a
lot help from their mentor, Elizabeth
Anne Brock, a board member of  the Gin

Guild, but they finally found a recipe they
loved enough to not just want to serve at
their own bar but to take to the rest of
the country and the world. 
“Greater Than” or “>” is their London
Dry Gin made in India using some of  the
best botanicals from India and around the
world such as Juniper (Macedonia),
Angelica Root (Germany), Orris Root
(Italy), Orange Peel (Spain), Coriander
Seeds, Fennel, Chamomile, Ginger,
Lemongrass (India). Made in a 1,000-litre
copper pot still source from Hungary, it is
India’s first craft gin. As per its name, this
gin looks for all things greater. We hope
others do too. We hope others do too. For
further information or stocking the
Greater Than Gin, please contact:
Hoshang Noria: +44 7734 537 840 or
visit website: www.hapusa.co.uk 

Asparagus Gin Launch

Puts the Tip into Tipple
Asparagus Gin is the latest creation to bring to life the Vale of
Evesham's venerable veg. Launched to celebrate this year's
British Asparagus Festival, which is full force in Worcestershire
until the end of  June, the distillers, Hussingtree Gin, are amongst
the first to successfully use asparagus as a botanical. They're
certainly the first Worcestershire-based maker to use world
famous Vale of  Evesham asparagus.
Numerous distillers have attempted to incorporate asparagus into
their gins, but with varied success. The team at Hussingtree Gin
spent over six months experimenting with distilling processes
and botanical blends to unlock the vegetable's unique flavour.
Distilled using the one-shot method in a traditional alembic
copper still, the result is an incredibly smooth, distinctive dry gin.
Richard Meredith, distiller at Hussingtree Gin, explains:
"Asparagus, when distilled, delivers an earthy, nutty-sweetness on
the palate. Our blend of  botanicals, enhanced by local Droitwich
brine salt during the distillation process, complement its
characteristics beautifully."
One question everyone has been asking of  Richard is whether
asparagus gin has the same effect on the human body as the
vegetable itself  and the answer is apparently not. The process
used to make it seems to knock back those chemicals responsible.

Introducing India’s 
First Craft Gin
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In a recent Channel 5 documentary
on Britain's favourite takeaway
options, Chinese food was crowned
the country's favourite cuisine,
followed by Indian food especially
the curry, while fish and chips
ranked third. Shockingly, the much-
in-demand pizza bagged the fourth
spot while the American-inspired
burgers came fifth. 
Earlier in March, Channel 5 created
a stir when it revealed Britain’s
Favourite Crisps announcing the
top three -- Walkers, Pringles and
Doritos. Viewers were divided over
the results, with many saying
Monster Munch should have ranked
higher than 11th place.
Following the same principle as the
previous documentary, the show
'Britain's Favourite Takeaway'
ranked 20 of  the country's most
beloved dishes.
Researching on the origins of  the
top favourites, the documentary
revealed that the first ever Chinese
restaurant in the UK opened its
doors in 1908, and immigration

from Hong Kong in the 1950s and
1960s made the food even more
popular. 
It also revealed that one of  the
most ordered Indian dishes is Tikka
Masala, which can be traced back to
both India and Bangladesh, though
its origin is disputed to this day. 
The UK's beloved fish and chips
came third, which might surprise
some, as they have been a British
staple for the past 150 years.
According to the documentary, the
iconic dish was deemed so
important to moral during the
Second World War that they were
never rationed. 
Coming in at fourth was pizza,
which originated from Naples
where it was popularised as an
affordable and quick dinner option.
Meanwhile burgers came in fifth
position, with the most popular
options seen to be McDonald's and
Burger King. McDonald's came to
the UK in 1974 and now serves a
staggering 3.5 million people all
over the country.  

Indian takeaways  

Full list of UK's Top 20 takeaways 

1. Chinese

2. Indian

3. Fish and Chips

4. Pizza

5. Burger

6. Chicken 

7. Kebab

8. Sandwiches

9. Thai 

10. Sausages

11. Bagels

12. Cheese chips

13. Baked Potato

14. Mexican

15. Caribbean

16. Sushi

17. Pie

18. Greek Food

19. Tapas

20. Parmo 

NO. 2
SECOND ON POPULARITY ChART IN BRITAIN
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Curry chefs and restaurateurs from across
London and further afield will be asked to

participate at the Curry Life Magazine’s
exclusive annual Culinary Workshop and
Networking Dinner to be held on Monday, 19
August 2019, from 4pm to 10pm at the
Radisson Blu Edwardian Hotel, New
Providence Wharf, London’s Docklands. 

Syed Belal Ahmed, Editor of  Curry Life
Magazine, said: “Curry Life has been working
hard with all our partners to organise this
Culinary Workshop to raise standards in the
curry industry. The Culinary Workshop this
year will be mainly focusing and examining the
way to improve quality across the Curry
Houses.

“Amongst the amazing line up of  contributors
to the workshop this year, we are pleased that
we have Food writer and celebrity chef  who is

widely known as the Curry Queen MRIDULA

BALJEKAR will share important techniques of

CURRY LIFE TO HOST INNOVATIVE

COOKING INDIAN FOOD WIThOUT FAT.”

Mr Shamsul Islam, food hygiene specialist and
director for training and professional
development at Curry Life, said: 

“We take pride for always being at the forefront
in highlighting food safety issues, championing
use of  quality ingredients and improving
services, across the Curry Houses in the UK and
this year’s Culinary Workshop will be no
exception.

“The workshops are specially designed by
experts in their fields and equip owners and
managers with new skills they can immediately
apply in their businesses.”

Over the year Curry Life’s Culinary Workshop
have opened up the opportunity for everyone to
learn from the absolute best of  the best. This
year it gets even better with major stars from
culinary and hospitality industry making
contribution to the event. 

Culinary

Workshop

and
networking
dinner

Celebrity Chef

MRIDULA BALJEKAR
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For further information and register as a participant, please

contact: 020 8550 4179 or 07956 588777. You can also email
your request with details to Curry Life to register or book a
seat: info@currylifemagazine.com

Mr Syed Nahas Pasha, Editor in Chief  of  Curry Life,
said: “This Workshop is a great way to inspire and
motivate our chefs, managers and restaurateurs, as well as
giving them the fantastic opportunity to meet fellow
industry professionals in the business.”

“This culinary workshop and networking dinner offers a
unique opportunity for chefs and restaurateurs in
London and further afield, to network, share and gain
inspiration and information from industry experts on
topics including importance of  quality of  ingredients,
food safety, better service standards and promoting
healthy catering practices,” added, Mr Pasha.

Each participating restaurant or takeaway will be given a
certificate for attending this Culinary Workshop. 

The evening will kick off  with drinks and canapé
reception and networking opportunity. Followed by
Curry Talk presentation by invited experts followed by
gala dinner and certificate presentation. 

The chefs, restaurateurs, front house managers, media
and leading personality from the Curry and Catering
Industry are expected to be at the event. 

As there are only limited seats available at this event, the
organiser is urging potential participants to register early
to avoid disappointment. 

Curry Life Culinary Workshop and Networking Dinner
has been organised in partnership with Just Eat. This is
also supported by the Kingfisher Beer, Unisoft
Solutions,Travel Links and Mint Caterers.

NEWCASTLE 2017
Participant businesses will get a certificate for attending the workshop

Award Wining chef Rupert Rowley has the passion to inspire

Mo Gherass will be speaking how to

improve service

Shamsul Islam will speak about

Hygiene improvement
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Restaurants in London are struggling to keep hold of  chefs,
with 20,000 which is around 10%, of  the UK hospitality
workforce leaving the profession each year. A report from
think tank Centre for London, has found that restaurants in
the capital need to reform chef  education and training and
improve work conditions in order to retain staff. Although
there is a growing demand for chefs, it has not been matched
with an expansion and improvement of  culinary education
and training, the study says.

20,000 
UK chefs leave the
profession each year

The report highlights many challenges that need to be
resolved if  the imminent staffing issues is to be addressed
adequately. The first being culinary education. Out of  48
further education colleges, 16 of  them provide catering
courses but many employers don’t believe colleges prepare
aspiring chefs with the skills they need to succeed in the
workplace. 
In 2017-18, 50% of  London’s chefs earned under £21,000 a
year and 80% earned under £28,000. Taking into account
inflation, hourly pay was no higher in 2017 than in 1997.
Nicolas Bosetti, Centre for London research manager and
co-author of  the report, said: “Despite being home to some
of  the best catering colleges in the country, London’s
culinary education offer isn’t specialised and high profile
enough. And London is a chef  apprenticeship dark spot.”
“London’s restaurants and colleges need to cultivate local
culinary talent to maintain and grow the city’s global and
national reputation as a hub for culinary creativity and good
food and benefit its workers,” he added.
The report claims that chefs are forced to work with
stagnating wages and often have to do long hours including
unpaid overtime. It also claims that the London restaurant
scene depends heavily on migrant workers with 85% of  the
workforce born abroad, compared to 50% in the rest of  the
UK. 
London prides itself  on its prospering fine dining scene
where one can come across such an eclectic mix of  culinary
influences and cultures living side by side. This is what gives
London its unique flavour. However, with the uncertainty of
the outcome of  Brexit, freedom of  movement looks like its
days are numbered, and there seems like a disaster waiting to
hit London’s restaurant scene with no plan in place to deal
with the crisis.  

Established business of 28 years, same owner, rare

opportunity, sale due to retirement. High turnover

£11,000 weekly takings with good profits in a prime

location. Only open six nights a week. Takeaway

collection and restaurant sitting only. Excellent

trading position, sought after location, large property.

LICENSED RESTAURANT FOR SALE

Freehold price £245,000
Genuine buyers only please

For further details call JAY on
07584 308 840 

GOOD STEADY BUSINESS

TURNOVER £11,000 WEEKLY

FREEhOLD

North Yorkshire
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HILTON

RADISSON BLU

COPTHORNE 

MERIDIAN GRAND

PARKLANDS

PORCHESTER

FENNES

Specialised

events caterer

for weddings

and corporate

functions

Contacts

Telephone: 020 3302 7870

E m a i l :  i n f o @ m i n t c a t e re r s . c o . u k

13 A Rigg Approach, Leyton, London E10 7QN

w w w. m i n t c a t e re r s . c o . u k

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL AWARD WINNERS

Official catererS at
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KBE Drinks, which is best known
for representing India’s No.1 beer
Kingfisher, has added a range of
exciting World Beers to its ever
expanding portfolio.
This range now encompasses
authentic flavours from all around
the globe and includes respected
brands like Sagres, the house beer
of  Nando’s, and Sardinian
favourite, Ichnusa. There’s also
Dos Equis, a premium imported
lager from Mexico, and
Krušovice, the only Royal Czech
Pilsner.
John Price, Head of  Marketing,
Says: “Following strong growth of
our flagship brand, Kingfisher, we
decided to spread our wings and
bring some exciting, new beers

into the business. With consumers
embracing a ‘less but better’
approach when making alcoholic
beverage decisions, it is the
premium World and Discovery
segment that is really driving
growth, up 12% in the last year!”
The portfolio has been
strategically developed to tap into
this trend, whilst satisfying
consumers’ desire for brands with
heritage and authenticity.”
KBE will utilise its skills and
expertise to help create profitable
opportunities for outlets and
special drinking experiences for
consumers.
For further product information,
please visit: www.kbedrinks.com
or email info@kbedrinks.com.

kbe drinks expands its
world beer portfolio

Atul Kochhar to open Mathura in former Westminster Fire Station later this year
Michelin-starred chef  Atul Kochhar has announced he will
be opening Mathura, a new restaurant inside the former
Westminster Fire Station in autumn, this year. Mathura
restaurant and bar will be his second collaboration with Tina
English, following the launch of  Kanishka in Mayfair earlier
in March.
The 200-cover restaurant is set to continue Kochhar’s
dedication to teaming locally sourced, British produce with
his signature Indian cooking style. “Unique” and
“unexpected” elements are also promised, which will “set it
apart” from his previous restaurants.
Mathura is named after an ancient capital city in the empire
of  the Kushan dynasty, presided over by King Kanishka in
the second century. 
The restaurant, which will be housed in a 5,000 square foot
site inside the Grade II-listed Edwardian building on
Greycoat Place, is being developed by Alchemi Group. The
design will be overseen by Rosendale Design, who also
designed The Game Bird, The Ninth and Cabotte.

Kochhar was the first Indian chef  in the world to receive a
Michelin star, awarded in 2001 to his restaurant Tamarind of
Mayfair. Kochhar operates three other sites including Indian
Essence in Bromley, Kent, and two restaurants in
Buckinghamshire: Sindhu in Marlow, and Hawkyns in
Amersham. 
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A US landlord, who was recorded
telling her tenant to find an
“American person”, to sublease her
property for a restaurant instead of  a
Muslim father and son, has ended in
a $675,000 lawsuit settlement. Zuned
Khan, 66, and his son Rashad 36,
wanted to expand their Boulder,
Colorado, restaurant Curry N Kebob
and were looking for a place in
Denver to start the business. Their
restaurant's recipes are influenced by
the family's roots in Bangladesh and
England, where Khan was born.
When the current tenant, Craig
Caldwell, 71, told landlord Katina
Gatchis of  the sublet plans, he
claimed Gatchis rejected the
proposal because of  Khan's religion.
Following the initial dismissal of  the
sublet offer Caldwell recorded his
next two interactions with Gatchis
on his cell phone. "American person,
I need," Gatchis told Caldwell,

according to the recording, "good
like you and me." In the recording,
Gatchis said, “this kind" — in
reference to Khan and his father,
who are of  Bangladeshi and Muslim
descent — are “very dangerous,
extremely dangerous.”
It may be noted Caldwell began
renting the building on a corner lot
in 2016 but decided to close his fried
chicken restaurant there in late 2017.
As per the lease contract, Caldwell
had to continue paying rent for the
five-year lease unless he could find
someone to sublease it. The Khans
and their business plan seemed like
his perfect solution as they hoped to
open another Indian restaurant,
replicating a fast-casual model that
proved popular in the nearby city of
Boulder. 
Caldwell and the father and son duo
sued the landlord last year and all
parties were ready to go to trial over

the alleged discrimination until the
night before the jury selection was
set to begin in Denver, Colorado
in April when they finalised a
settlement. “She saw [my] name
on a piece of  paper and from that
she made a decision about me. She
didn’t even give me an opportunity
to talk to her to show who I am,”
Khan was quoted as saying.
Rashad Khan said the settlement
was a relief, a year after his first
experience of  someone refusing
to work with him because of  his
faith and race. “I was angry, I was
disappointed. I started to have a
little bit of  self-doubt. It kind of
creeps into your mind: Who else is

thinking these things? Is she the only
one?” he said.
Denver attorney Qusair
Mohamedbhai, whose firm often
handles discrimination claims and
other civil rights cases, said proving
discrimination is often difficult and
credited Caldwell for speaking up.
“Businesses in Colorado and across
the country should know that these
laws are on the books, they are
highly enforceable, and that if  they
will discriminate, people will stand
up against them and tell them it is
wrong,” Denver attorney
Mohamedbhaia was quoted as
saying.
Gatchis said Caldwell couldn’t sublet
to anyone without her permission, as
per his original lease agreement,
according to court documents.
However, she acknowledged that she
“unlawfully discriminated” against
the Khans.    

US landlord to pay after refusing to rent to
Bangladeshi-origin restaurateur

$675,000 

Rashad Khan
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WE MAKE

RESTAURANTS

WORK

...and have done for 

over 30 years

We have fitted out over 1000

restaurants for the 

Asian community

Often copied, never bettered

Call now for free quotation

Paul Young
Specialists in restaurant design and refurbishment

www.paulyoungrestaurantinteriors.co.uk             Call Paul direct 07973 692 312

v

v
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A
fter a monumental success in wholesale and
retail businesses, entrepreneur Rafique Hayder
is keen to make great strides in other industries

– software, property development and hotels. On the
opening day of  his second and bigger Bangla Town
Cash and Carry branch in East London’s Barking, the
confident businessman shares plans of  his entry into
other sectors, in a conversation with Curry Life
Magazine.       
The month of  May couldn’t get better for businessman
Rafique Hayder, who launched his second megastore –
Bangla Town Cash and Carry, in Barking’s Thames
Road after successfully running the Brick Lane store for
nearly 23 years. With the ongoing holy month of
Ramadaan, things only look more positive. Sprawling
over 28000 sq ft in area, the store stocks every kind of
Asian grocery, vegetables and fruits, fish and meat,
confectioneries and beverages, toiletries and many
more. In short, everything you can find in your local
supermarket. 
The opening day was a smooth affair with wishes
pouring in – from family, friends and relatives.

Prominent people from the Bangladeshi community
visited the new venue, which is more than double the
size of  the Brick Lane Bangla Town (12000 sq ft). 
Even a casual visit will leave one amazed. The isles
were clearly demarcated with products according to
their sections. Vegetables and fruits which are mostly
consumed in South Asia such as kodu (wax gourd),

korola (bitter gourd), drumsticks and jackfruit can be
easily spotted. For a fish lover, a selection of  fresh and
salt water species ranging from the much-loved Hilsha
to other varieties such as Rohu (carps) and Boal

Hayder

Idea of ideal business
No business is ideal. All have their

own challenges – you just have to

identify the problems and work on

the solutions. 

a
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(catfish). Freezers displayed a variety of  meat, fish and
prawns for wholesale and retail purchase.
Acknowledging the constant messages and wishes,
Rafique Hayder said, “I would like to thank everyone
for their best wishes and all those who made the effort
to visit us. We are very proud that we could open a
second and bigger store to serve everyone better.”
“We are offering wholesale prices for retail purchases,
which is uncommon. There is a lot of  variety in this
store and we are paying equal attention to the quality of
products and customer services. Moreover, it’s a good
atmosphere with a pleasant shopping experience,” the
businessman said, highlighting the advantages of  this
megastore.
“There is ample parking space and we also have
delivery system catering to the M25 circle. Central
London can become very busy and it is not ideal for
commuting due to time management and congestion
charges. Hence, a store like this in Barking with a good
parking area is a more convenient location for
restaurant industry purchases and bulk buyers,” he
added. 

Success from Cash and Carry Businesses 
A popular name in the Bangladesh community,
Rafique’s other businesses apart from Bangla Town
Cash & Carry, include Greenline Wholesale
Distribution, Le China PLC and stretches to other

Credit for your success:
I’m what I am because of  my family. Nothing 

would be possible without the support of  
my wife and three children. I’m 

lucky to have a partner who 
is so understanding. 

 

  
    

   

     

    

    

  

   

  

  

 

sectors such as software development, property and real
estate. He is looking to enter the hotel business as well.
Rafique started Bangla Town Cash and Carry in 1996
along with four other partners – Foyzul Haque, Abdul
Kalam, Junaid Kabir and Late Koysor Ahmed. The
following year, he partnered with Haque, Kalam and
three other investors to start New Bangla Town Cash

and Carry. In 2003, he opened another Bangla City
Cash and Carry, which operated only for few years. 
Not a person to shy away from hard work, Rafique said
he just wanted to keep the momentum going. “I
worked hard alongside my brother Giash Miah in his
business - Greenline Wholesale Distribution, an
importer of  vegetables, fruits and restaurant grocery.
He was based out of  UK mostly and I used to take care
of  the business in Bangladesh. Once I completed

Mantra/Motto in life:
I believe in making my own luck

and that a good idea is worthless

unless act upon it. The opportunity

is always there; you just have to be

bold enough to take it. 
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What

makes

your business

stand out: 
Our confidence and belief  –

While our competitors focus

either on wholesale or retail, or

specific products only, we look

at end-to-end needs, right from

buying, supplying, collection

and distribution, for perishable

and non-perishable goods

related to food

industry. 

graduation
and got more
involved in the
business, I moved to
London in 1993,” he said.
The experience from his past
ventures resulted in yet another major
launch – Le China PLC in 2016 catering to
Afro-Asian food products in Leyton. It covers a
27,000 sq ft area, housing a global import and
distribution centre with goods from places in Africa and
Asian countries such as Myanmar, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand,
Vietnam and China. 
The businessman believes that no business is free from challenges.
“Imports and procurement from different countries across the world
is not something unattainable. It is a bit of  more hard work, but
achievable. Two major challenges we faced here in Brick Lane was –
Bangladeshi/Asian community moving out from here and secondly,
the competition from supermarkets coming up in this area,” he said.
Elaborating further, he added, “Brick Lane is a mix of  different
ethnicities these days. So, in order to cater to more locals, we have to
stock non-Asian products too. Also, supermarkets chains including
ethnic food sections in recent years has certainly affected the cash-
and-carry business.”    

Passion and enthusiasm 
The drive to do more has resulted in multiple ventures and proud
associations for Rafique. The entrepreneur is the director of  British-
Bangladesh Chamber of  Commerce, a trade organisation. His unique a
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experience of  the import business also led him to
establish the Bangladeshi Fruit and Vegetables
Importers Association more than a decade ago. He’s
also the Chairman of  British Bangladeshi Importers
Association (BBIA), which mainly imports fruits and
vegetables from Bangladesh.
He has two property companies Bangla Town Property
Limited and 3A Boss Limited. Rafique, who is a sports
enthusiast, is also an Honorary president of  Tower
Hamlets Cricket Club. He understands the need to give
back to the society and funds numerous community
events and activities as well as associate businesses. 
Keeping up with time, 50-year-old Rafique believes
branding and digital presence is crucial for the survival

of  any business. “My focus has been on expanding the
business and innovative ways to make the business
stand out,” he pointed out, adding, “We have been
building our own brands of  products and marketing
them as well.”
Technology too plays an important role in the success.
“All our stores have apps which facilitates purchases
and information on availability of  products and prices.
This contributes to the efficiency of  the business,” he
said. He credited this move to the younger generation

in the business – his sons and nephews. “The younger
generation in the business is well versed with these
trends. They are taking the business forward by
incorporating apps and online ordering and delivery
systems,” he said.  
Rafique is popular in the Bangladeshi community in
UK and Bangladesh. While his brother is a known
figure in Bangladesh politics, Rafique’s interest lies
elsewhere. “I do share a very good relationship with
my brother – I have worked alongside in his business
and been there during his career moves. However, I
like to keep myself  away from active politics. I am a
people’s person and I see myself  working for charity
and welfare organisations,” he pointed out. 

With the new ventures, many are left wondering
whether he would cut down on his presence in the
Brick Lane store. “Not at all,” he laughed. “I enjoy
meeting people and Bangla Town in Brick Lane keeps
me connected with my community. We have served our
community for more that 20 years and have confidence
to do so for the next generation too as long as we keep
getting the love and support from everyone,” he signed
off. 

From l-r, HSBC Bank’s South & East Corporate, Relationship Analyst – Mrs Danielle Williams, Relationship Director – Mrs Ann Bell,

Rafique Haider of Bangla Town and and HSBC Area Director – Mr Keith Watson

   

  



A real talking point…..

Chocolate…..

Tel: 01895 831888.
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Cobra Beer has launched a comprehensive new brand identity,
including all of  its product packaging, glassware and dispensers
across the UK.
A new-look bottle and can packaging will be on the shelf  from this
month across the Cobra Beer range: Cobra Premium Beer, Cobra
Gluten Free and King Cobra, along with new glassware and point-
of-sale in thousands of  bars and restaurants where Cobra Beer is
stocked.  
The new visual brand identity is part of  a £1.2million investment
into the re-alignment of  the brand as a world-leading beer brewed
smooth to be the ideal accompaniment to a host of  different cuisine
types. 
The new VBI packaging will include:
• Bottles embossed with designs inspired by Cobra Beer’s unique

brewing process, an innovative, complex recipe and unique.
• An entire new packaging design reflecting Cobra Beer’s

transition into a leading World Beer brand, exported from the
UK to over 40 countries worldwide.

• New glass designs which represent the use of  Cobra’s finest
ingredients and new dispense equipment including a new font,
plaque and handle –driving stand out on the bar.

Today Cobra Beer is a world leading beer brand and it continues to
stay true to its origins. The new branding reflects its journey from
humble beginnings into a household name and a drink of  choice for
all food types. 
Cobra Beer was originally brewed in Bangalore, India and imported
and distributed to restaurants in the UK by its Founder, Lord

Bilimoria shortly after he graduated from the
University of  Cambridge as an international
student with £20,000 in student debt. He set
out on a mission to create a beer, which
would be the perfect accompaniment to any
meal.
Lord Bilimoria, Founder and Chairman of
Cobra Beer, said: 
“Long before the revival of  British real ales
and the rise of  craft beer, I wanted to create a
lager that was less gassy than most and more
drinkable than most real ales – a beer with
the smoothness of  an ale and the
refreshment of  a larger - in other words, a
beer that could accompany all kinds of  food. 
“This is the first full rebrand of  Cobra Beer,
after 15 years, during which time Cobra Beer
has grown at an enormous pace, becoming a
joint venture with Molson Coors, one of  the
largest brewers in the world ten years ago.
Cobra Beer is now stocked in thousands of
supermarkets and off-licences around the

COBRA BEER LAUNChES 
NEW VISUAL BRAND IDENTITY 
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world, as well as pubs and restaurants of  all
kinds, including Indian, Chinese,
Vietnamese, Thai, Turkish and Lebanese
restaurants.” 
Jo McCarthy, Marketing Manager, Cobra
Beer, said:
“Cobra Beer will invest £2 million in social
and digital marketing, PR and events in
2019 to reach a new market of  gastro pub
diners and food lovers looking for a beer
that accompanies new flavours and
experimental fusions from around the
world.

“Consumers have a fast-growing appetite
for vegan-friendly and free-from products,
and the new visual brand identity reflects
the great steps Cobra Beer has made to
become the beer of  choice for a huge range
of  new food lovers and develop innovative
new products like our Gluten Free beer.
Cobra Beer can become the first choice for
conscious consumers.”
Cobra Beer’s entire product range is
constantly innovating and improving to
ensure that they are the perfect
accompaniment to all food. Earlier this year
the products were approved as vegan-
friendly, following accreditation by The
Vegetarian Society.
Cobra Beer won seven medals won at last
year’s prestigious Monde Selection Awards
for fine quality and taste bring Cobra Beer’s
total number of  gold medals from the
prestigious Monde Selection Awards up to
101. Cobra Gluten Free has also been
shortlisted for the Free From Food Awards
in the Down the Pub and Bar category. The
new VBI packaging showcases the beer’s
award winning status on all touch points. 

Invite your customers inside your restaurant.

Enhance your presence across Google with a 360º 
Virtual Tour powered by Street View technology. A fast 
and a�ordable way to showcase your business on your 
Google listing, your website and social media.

By adding a Google virtual tour you can show your  
customers what your restaurant has to o�er and help to 
create con�dence that your business is worth a visit.

Get connected today and experience a powerful way to 
advertise your business. 

To book your tour call Jas direct on 07547 012077.

Add A Google 360° Virtual Tour 
Of Your Restaurant

www.jspmedia.com

Online  Ordering Google AdvertisingWebsite Design Marketing
Help to grow your businessFocus your digital campaignsStand out from the crowdFully managed online shop

Call us on 01952 427137 or 07547 012077

“Listings with photos and a virtual tour are 
twice as likely to generate interest”

Source: Quantitative Independent Market Research

sales@jspmedia.com



The keys to success for 
your ‘score on the door’
Your Food Hygiene Rating and how to improve it
The Food Standards Agency (FSA) and Food Standards Scotland 
(FSS) enforce the Food Hygiene Rating Scheme in the UK and 
Scotland to help inform consumers’ decisions on where they 
choose to eat or buy food. 

Why your rating is so important
Your rating often gives the first impression of your restaurant. You’ll need 3+ or Awaiting Inspection to become 
a Just Eat Restaurant Partner.
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What’s involved in an inspection?
Your food safety officer will be looking to see that you are 
complying with the law. The inspector’s role is to ensure 
every part of your business is clean, from front-of-house, to 
kitchen and even the toilets.

They’ll look at three key areas when conducting your site 
inspection:

• How hygienically the food is handled – how it’s 
prepared, cooked, cooled and stored, to prevent food 
being contaminated with bacteria.

• The condition of the structure of your premises, 
including cleanliness, layout, ventilation, equipment and 
other facilities.

• How you manage and record what you do to make sure 
food is safe.

Free training and resources
NSF are our food hygiene safety partners, and world 
experts in their field. They provide food safety audits, 
plans on how to improve your rating and a helpline 
for support if you have questions. Just Eat Restaurant 
Partners can take NSF online Food Hygiene and 
Allergens courses free of charge. 

Just Eat partners can call NSF on 01993 886 369 
 
 

6 important things you’ll need to do
These points are all checked by the environmental health 
officer (EHO) and you will lose points on your rating if you 
do not follow them.

1. Maintain a cleaning schedule is a useful tool to help 
you clean effectively in your business.

2. Cleaning effectively to get rid of harmful bacteria and 
stop them spreading. 

3. Effective pest control is essential to prevent the 
spread of harmful bacteria.

4. Sort it straight away by making sure damaged 
equipment is repaired or replaced quickly. 

5. Train, supervise, keep training as the law states that 
everyone in the business should have food hygiene 
training relevant to their role.

6. Write it down and keep a record of temperatures, 
daily cleaning schedules, allergen, staff training, etc.

You’ll find more information on 
all aspects of food hygiene and 
safety on our Hygiene Hub.  
Visit just-eat.co.uk/hygienehub



‘PÛJr Ij hqJ ßcJr’  
IJkjJr xJlPuqr YJKmTJKb
IJkjJr lác yJAK\j ßrKaÄ S KTnJPm fJ Cjúf TrPmj
lác ˆqJ¥Jct FP\K¿ (FlFxF) FmÄ lác ˆqJ¥Jct ÛauqJ¥ (FlFxFx) pMÜrJP\q FmÄ
ÛauqJP¥ lác yJAK\j ßrKaÄ ÛLo TJptTr ßrPUPZÇ ßnJÜJrJ ßTJgJ~ kZPªr UJmJr UJPmj IgmJ
KTjPmj ßx xŒPTt Kx≠J∂ KjPf xyPpJKVfJr \jq fJrJ FKa  YJuM ßrPUPZjÇ 

IJkjJr ßrKaÄ ßTj FPfJ èr∆fôkNet?

k´gof PmKvrnJV ßãP©A ßrKaÄ IJkjJr ßrPÓMPrP≤r nJuoª Im˙Jj fáPu iPrÇ \Jˆ Aa Fr ßrÓMPr≤
kJatjJr yPf yPu IJkjJPT K© ˆJr (Kfj fJrTJ) IgmJ Fr CPit ßrKaÄ gJTPf yPmÇ IgmJ IJkKj PrKaÄ
k´JK¬r IPkãJ~ rP~PZj Foj Im˙J~ yPf yPmÇ 



kKrhvtPjr (PrKaÄ) ßãP© KT KT ßhUJ y~?

lác ßxAlKa IKlxJr PhUPmj IJkKj IJAj TJjMj ßoPj YuPZj KTjJÇ
A¿PkÖr IgJt& kKrhvtPTr TJ\ yPuJ IJkjJr mqmxJr k´PfqTKa IÄv
Ppoj, l∑≤ Il yJCx, KTPYj, a~Pua AfqJKh kKrÛJr rJUPZj KTjJ fJ
PhUJÇ 

pUj fJrJ kKrhvtj TrPmj fUj fJrJ KfjKa oNu Kmw~ ßhUPmj:

l TfaáTá ˝J˙qTr kKrPmPv UJmJr hJmJr KjP~ TJ\ TrJ yPóZ - ßpoj,
KTnJPm UJmJr QfKr, rJjúJ, bJ¥J TrJ S PˆJr TPr rJUJ yPóZ pJPf
UJmJr mqJPÖKr~J mJ \LmJeMPf xÄâKof jJ y~Ç 

l IJkjJr mqmxJ k´KfÔJPjr ImTJbJPoJ ßpoj kKrÛJr kKróZjúfJ,
ßuIJCa mJ KmjqJx, PnK≤Puvj (mJfJx IJxJ pJS~J), pπkJKf FmÄ
IjqJjq xMPpJV xMKmiJ ßToj IJPZÇ

l IJkjJr UJmJr KjrJkh rP~PZ fJ KjKÁf TrPer \jq IJkKj KTnJPm
ßrTctk© rJUPZjÇ 

KmjJoNPu ßasKjÄ FmÄ xMPpJV xMKmiJ

FjFxFl IJoJPhr lác yJAK\j ßxAlKa IgJt& UJmJr KjrJk•J xÄâJ∂
kJatjJr xÄ˙J FmÄ fJrJ F mqJkJPr KmvõUqJf KmPvwùÇ FjFxFl - F
mqJkJPr UJmJr KjrJk•J xŒKTtf IKca, IJkjJr ßrKaÄ KTnJPm Cjúf TrJ
pJ~ fJr kKrT·jJ FmÄ k´P~J\Pj IJkjJr k´Pvúr C•r ßh~Jr \jq FTKa
ßy·uJAPjr mqm˙J TPr gJPTÇ \Jˆ Aa ßrÓMPr≤ kJatjJrVe KmjJ UrPY
FjFxFl Fr IjuJAj lác yJAK\j FmÄ FuJP\tj ßTJPxt IÄvV´ye TrPf
kJPrjÇ 

\Jˆ Aa kJatjJrVe FjFxFl - F 
ßlJj TrPf kJPrj 01993 886 369

6Ka èr∆fôkNet Kmw~ IJkjJPT PoPj YuPf yPm

FA Kmw~èPuJ FjnJ~PrJPo≤Ju ßyug IKlxJr (AFAYS)
krLãJ TPrj FmÄ FèPuJ IJkKj pKh IjMxre jJ TPrj mJ ßoPj
jJ YPuj fJyPu ßrKaÄ Fr ßãP© IJkKj kP~≤ yJrJPmjÇ 

1. kKrÛJr kKróZjú TrJr FTKa fJKuTJ rJUJ pJPf k´oJKef y~
IJkjJr mqmxJ k´KfÔJj kKrÏJr rJUJ myJu rP~PZÇ

2. ãKfTr mqJPÖKr~JoMÜ rJUJ FmÄ fJ ZzJPjJ k´KfPrJPi
kKrÛJr kKróZjúfJr TJptTr mqm˙J rJUJÇ

3. ãKfTr mqJPÖKr~J ZzJPjJ k´KfPrJPi TJptTr PkÓ TP≤sJu
(PkJTJoJTz k´KfPrJi) mqm˙J rJUJÇ 

4. pπkJKf ßnPñ kzPu fJ xJPg xJPg kKrmftj mJ ßorJof
TrJÇ

5. k´Kvãe, PhUJPvJjJ FmÄ Kj~Kof ßasKjÄ YJuM rJUJ IgJt&
IJAj mPu IJkjJr k´KfÔJPj Totrf xmJrA fJPhr hJK~fô
IjMpJ~L lác yJAK\j ßasKjÄ gJTPf yPmÇ 

6. fJkoJ©J, k´KfKhjTJr kKrÛJr kKróZjúfJr xo~, FuJrP\j,
ˆJl ßasKjÄ AfqJKh fgq KuPU rJUMj FmÄ PrTct rJUMjÇ 

lMc yJAK\j FmÄ PxAlKa xŒKTtf
xTu fgq IJkKj yJAK\j yJPm kJPmjÇ 

KnK\a Tr∆j just-eat.co.uk/hygienehub
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A
rriving at Heathrow Airport in November
1962 after a long, exhausting flight from
Dhaka is something Mr Abdul Malik will

always remember. The flight to London was via what
was known as West Pakistan and he was barely a little
over 16 years of  age. "It was cold and I vividly
remember I took a black taxi and went straight to the
address in Sussex Garden, given by my relative. After
staying there for about five weeks, I took up a room
in a flat share with some Spanish housemates in
Kingston,” he recalls. 
Malik, who is the owner of  Star of  India, one of  the
oldest Indian restaurants in South London’s Cheam
village tells Curry Life about how life was back then,
and the way things have changed in the years gone by.
Though he’s partly retired, his restaurant is still a
buzzing eatery run by his two sons, despite the
challenges the restaurants are currently facing. 
Mr Abdul Malik is a popular British-Bangladeshi
businessman, known for his contribution to the

Star restaurateur, a shining
example of success

catering industry in the UK and numerous businesses
in Bangladesh. He is a kind hearted and generous
gentleman, who is actively involved with Surrey
Bangladesh Welfare Association as President, working
for the local community and charity events. Back in
Bangladesh, Mr Malik is the Chairman of  Momtaz
Diagnostic Hospital in Dhaka, Chairman of
Progressive Life Insurance, Chairman of  Malik and
Sons Bakery, and Director of  Sarina Gas Station.
In the UK, he got involved with the Bangladesh
Caterers Association from as early as 1963, barely a
year after he moved to this country. Since then he has
been actively involved in the catering industry for
nearly five decades. He held positions of  senior vice
president and treasurer of  BCA for many years and
has also been the President of  BCA Surrey region for
12 years. In 2012, he was again elected as the chief
treasurer of  BCA. 
The Star of  India has been the flagship venue for
important business meetings throughout his tenure in



BCA. Highlighting issues and addressing concerns
faced by the catering industry was one of  the primary

areas he has kept his focus on. He also held the
position of  a Director for the UKBCCI, an
organisation that aims to improve the trade ties
between the UK and Bangladesh.

Early Life
For a 16-year-old then, the most obvious choice was
study and work. Abdul enrolled in a polytechnic course
but the three years there helped him decide he didn’t
enjoy being in the “motor mechanics” field. However,
he made some good friends there. “My friend and
colleague from the course joined Ford as a General
Manager, and then went on to becoming the Chief
engineer. Before he passed away, he used to come here
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IJkjJr TJˆoJA\ KxPˆo S Km\Pjx xKuCvPjr 
\jq KjKÆtiJ~ TgJ muMj 020 7377 2627

to see me every month,” he reminisces.
The initial days were tough, but his grit and hard work
paid off. “I got a job to do washing up and cleaning in
Kensington High Street, at a steakhouse, where I even
tried a hand at cooking and grilling. I remember my
salary then was £3.50 per week,” he recollects about
his two-year stint.
Moving on to a different industry, Malik started
working with Miah & Sons, importers and restaurant
suppliers of  raw freshwater king prawns and shrimps.
He worked with them for a few years but his yearning
to be in the food and hospitality industry, took him
back to the restaurant in Kingston. After gaining
experience in different restaurants, Malik decided it
was time for him to have his own. 
“In 1968, I started a restaurant in partnership in
Manchester. After 18 months, my partner wanted to
sell out, so I took over the complete business. The
restaurant was successful, but I got a better offer and
chance in Cheam, Surrey, so I moved here in 1971
along with my family,” he adds.

A new beginning
Moving to Cheam, has been one of  the best decisions
of  Mr Malik’s life. The Star of  India restaurant, which

“I got a job to do washing up and

cleaning in Kensington High

Street, at a steakhouse, where I

even tried a hand at cooking and

grilling. I remember my salary

then was £3.50 per week,”

a
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serves up authentic Bangladeshi and Indian food,
was established in 1971. Taking over an Indian
restaurant, which previously housed Café
Rendevous, a bar and café, the prime location
worked in his favour.
“We stuck to the name -- The Star – the same as
our previous restaurant in Manchester. And we did
shine out. There were not many challenges as I was
familiar and confident about the industry. It was a
lucrative business, which we were running smoothly
as there was not much competition, hence busy on
all days, noon and night,” he says.
An experienced chef  himself  and a good manager,
Malik focussed on his restaurant as well as the
Bangladesh Catering Association, which he was
actively involved with. The restaurant served as a
venue for many of  their meetings and became the
hub to discuss ideas and campaigns for the
community.

Then and now
Running the Star of  India restaurant for 48 years
under the same ownership is indeed commendable.
However, things have not always been the same.
The challenges these days are far more – right from
deciding menus to employing staff.
“The menus were simple and easy – we didn’t have
a booklet running into pages back then. Now it is
difficult to even remember the variety and types of
naan (bread) available, leave alone the kinds of
curries,” he points out.

In addition, the struggles of  competition between
different restaurants and cuisines these days are
plenty. “There are about 35 restaurants in the 3-
mile radius. We are open only in the evenings as the
industry is marred by staff  problem. Property
prices these days are sky high,” Mr Malik
complains. 

Looking forward
The business now lies in the able of  his sons, who
also run another restaurant named Blue Bengal in
Carshalton. Jewel and Hellal were born in
Manchester and brought up in Surrey and now live
in Cheam with their families. After completing their
education from Guildford College, it wasn’t easy to
convince them into restaurant business, Mr Malik
reveals.
“Initially they didn’t want to come to this industry. I
really had to convince them to work for themselves
and not for anyone and look at the positives,” he
says, drawing from his own experience. “When I
came to the UK, it was a difficult time and even
more difficult to get a job,” he adds, recounting
how he first went back to Bangladesh only after five
years in 1967.
“I won’t say the future of  restaurants is very great.
Running the business has its own challenges but at
least we have a good family life,” concludes the
proud 74-year-old, who has five grandchildren.

Star of India, 39 Station Way, Sutton SM3 8SD
Phone: 020 8722 0533
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Jamal Uddin Ahmed, Executive
Chef  of  Shozna Restaurant in
Rochester, Kent, is very well known
for his excellent food and warm
hospitality. He and his team recently
organised a get together for the
honour of  a visiting acclaimed chef
from India at the stunning setting of
his restaurant's VIP room in
Rochester. 
Chef  Vikram Ganpule, executive
chef  of  Hyatt Regency Chennai,
India, was on a personal tour of
England with his family. Chef  Jamal
and his colleague chef  Partha Mittra,
who had the chance of  working with
chef  Vikram during the Taste of
Britain Curry Festival organised by

ChEFS

REUNITED

AT ShOZNA

Curry Life at the Hyatt Regency Kolkata
in 2013. They invited the visiting chef
and his family for a dinner reception at
the Shozna Restaurant, Rochester, Kent.
Senior Executives of  Curry Life
Magazine team were also invited to join
this happy reunion gathering.
Chef  Jamal Uddin Ahmed, said:“It was
really great to get together with old
friends and inspirational chef  from India
with his family. 

“I am also grateful to Curry Life team
which also travelled from far distance to
join the reunion celebration.”
The visiting Indian chef  Vikram Ganpule,
said: “we were absolutely honoured to be
invited by fellow chef  Partha and chef
Jamal during our holiday in England. This
is a clear example how good food can
unite people despite the distance and I
am very grateful for the warm
hospitality.”

L-r Chef Partha Mitra, Chef Jamal Uddin, Chef Vikram Ganpule and Jalal Uddin
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A British-Asian chef  who started one of
the oldest curry houses in the UK died
earlier this year in January, aged 88. Sher
Mohammed, who was popular as ‘Cha
Cha’ (uncle), amongst his customers,
came to the UK from Pakistan in the
1950s and first opened a restaurant
named Khyber Café in Whalley Range,
Blackburn, in 1967.
The restaurant, which could barely serve
30 people at one time, was elevated with
help from customers to accommodate
more diners and up the status. For a
long time, it was one of  the most
popular restaurants in the North West,
renowned for its authentic taste.
A successful cook, who started cooking
curries at the age of  12, believed
practice was the key to his success. He
perfected his recipes on his own as his
mother passed away when he was born,

and his father died when Sher was 10.
Sher passed on his legacy to his sons,
Salim and Faheem in 2002, whilst
Qadeem opened a Khyber takeaway in
Clitheroe.
Blackburn councillor Suleman Khonat
said: “He was one of  the best people
you could meet – a local legend. He was
really good to see someone who started
locally and stayed local and his
restaurant attracted people from across
the town.”
“For many years it has been the
standard-bearer for many others. He was
a very nice approachable man and a
gentleman. I met him first him in 1976
and I lived around the corner and we
stayed in touch. Our thoughts are with
the family at this time.”
Blackburn with Darwen Council leader
Mohammed Khan said he first met Sher

Chef who opened Blackburn's
first curry house dies aged 88

back in the 1960s. “He was a very
good human being, always respectful
and jolly. He was the first person
from the Asian sub-continent to
open a café in the area. He was
making authentic Punjabi food for
customers back in the sixties. There
are a lot of  restaurants now, but I
think many will agree that he was the
original. It is a sad loss,” he said.



Nawaz and Nibras with 

father Shahanoor Khan
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Arecognised figure in the British
Bangladeshi community, Shahanoor
Khan is on a mission to get more

youngsters involved in the curry industry and
make it flourish once again. His latest venture,
Café Goa in Barton-le-Clay, was undertaken in
response to changing customer demands
and revive a traditional curry house, using
modern technology, light and décor. 

Shahanoor Khan is a well-known figure
in the British-Bangladeshi community,
admired for his dedication and
contribution to longstanding caterers’
associations, which work on
challenges in the curry industry. He
is the former Secretary General of
the British Bangladeshi Caterers’
Association, a platform established in
2015 to unite the curry industry,
stimulate creative thinking and

confront issues of  the day.  
Shahanoor’s children – sons Nawaz

Sharif  and Nibras Abid; and daughter
Nafisa Tasnina were born and brought up

in London. Nawaz, the eldest of  them all,
works in the same business as his father while

FAthEr-SOn
dUO Find
SUccESS

Nibras is completing an apprenticeship. Nafisa
will be graduating in Game Development from
Kingston University this October. 
As a child, Nawaz always aspired to be like his
father Shahanoor Khan. At 28, he is elated to be
working alongside, at their renowned restaurant
Café Goa in Barton-le-Clay, a village in
Bedfordshire. The father-son duo shares an
incredible relationship learning from each other’s
experience, knowledge and skills. “I am delighted
to be working with my father. I learn something
new from him every day and he’s always there to
guide me,” says Naz, as he’s popularly known
among friends and family. 
The decision though to join his father’s restaurant
business was not straightforward. It came after
years of  persuasion. After his schooling in Maida
Vale, like his peers, Naz wanted to take the long
hard road of  going through job applications and
interviews before he settled for what he really
wanted to do. He started his career as a
pharmacist and then moved on to the retail
industry, working as a manager in House of
Fraser, Central London. His next stint was as an
account manager in a medical recruitment agency.
Then, after all those jobs, he was eventually
convinced by his dad to work for himself.
Café Goa was taken over in January 2016 as the
previous owners faced difficulty in running a
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the business. The 80-cover restaurant has recently
undergone a massive refurbishment resulting in an
exquisite, fine-dining space, giving it a modern
contemporary look. With the new look, the ambience is
pleasant and comfortable for family dinners or fun evenings
with friends. The menu captures the essence of  food in
India with an innovative touch. All the food at Café Goa is
freshly prepared using finest ingredients and quality
produce.
The Chicken Irangani, a dish cooked with spiced ginger in
a rich sauce and seasoned with natural honey, was absolutely
delicious and highly recommended. Another popular dish,
which is also a unique speciality is Naz Special, a lamb dish
prepared in a homemade bhuna style. If  you prefer a
creamy sauce, Chicken/lamb Badami is the chef ’s
recommendation as it’s cooked with spices, nuts and is
medium-mild in terms of  heat.  
The credit for these special dishes goes to their award-
winning head chef  Saifuzzaman Khan, who’s been in the
profession for 18 years now. “I am very keen to try different
dishes, and experiment with new flavours and curries,” says
Saifuzzaman, who is the creator of  the unique dishes --
Chicken/lamb Irangani, Badami, Naz Special and Murghi
Massalam at Café Goa. “Kitchen job is difficult and highly
stressful, but I love the challenge,” he adds.
Unlike other restaurateurs, Shahanoor’s experience has been
slightly different after he moved to the UK in 1980s.

Though he took up a part-time job as a waiter during his
initial student days in London, on completion of  his studies,
he started a small firm to carry out documentation and
paper work for visa purpose, filling forms and applications. 
The next venture was a joint business with his brother,
where they opened a restaurant in North London. He then
went on to start his own restaurant, The Balti House in
Tower Hill, running it successfully for 15 years from 1992
to 2007. It was during that time development work
commenced around Southwark, and he sold the restaurant. 
His next project again was a restaurant in Weymouth. The
theme was very interesting and unique then - following
more of  a street food concept but due to shortage of  staff
the restaurant was in business only for three years (2007 -
2010). Around the same time, he opened a Takeaway in
Dulwich - Spice Republic, which is still under his ownership.
When asked which one he prefers more amongst his
current ventures, “It’s got to be Café Goa. The ambience
here is great and the customers are very friendly. It’s a small
village, so everyone seems to know one another,” says
Shahanoor. 
Elaborating further, he says, “Both Dulwich and Barton le
Clay have different crowds and cater to different kinds of
people. Spice Republic is more casual, whereas this has
more of  a fine dining Indian restaurant feel.”
As the restaurant is located in a village, amidst the sprawling
countryside, what are the chances of  it being busy? a
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“Oh yes, Wednesday to Saturday the restaurant is very
busy and so is the demand for takeaways. Some of  our
dishes are unique, which makes it different from other
Indian restaurants,” the restaurateur adds. 
“I am thinking of  organising Bollywood nights. People
around here are friendly and love socialising, so it will be
a good entertainment for them as well. We have plans of
hosting charity dinner events too at the restaurant. We
recently signed up for a charity dinner for Cancer
Research,” he reveals.
It doesn’t end there. Shahanoor has also sponsored Barton
le Clay football team. During Christmas, the restaurant
contributes to the village lighting. 
Shahanoor is also the founding president of  the European
Probashi Bangladeshi Association EPBA, which has
members from 28 European countries. The organisation
was established in April 2016, to cater the community and
industry demands and challenges in member nations. It
helps in networking, building contacts and connections.
About the curry industry, he says, “Only if  we encourage
more youngsters to come into this industry, will this
industry survive. In order to save the dying traditional
curry house, we must adopt modern means and ways to
help it survive. A lot of  these changes comes along with
newer and fresher ideas as curry business can be very
lucrative, if  given a bit of  a spin around.”
The ratings and reviews of  the restaurant are excellent on
all platforms – Google, TripAdvisor and Facebook.
“When we took over, the restaurant was almost in
shambles – businesswise. We invested a lot of  money to

renovate the look, quality and service,” the restaurateur
says.
“As part of  the hospitality industry, service is an integral
part of  the business. We promote and encourage the
younger generation to come into the business. We also
have women staff  working with us during weekends,” he
adds. 
Shahanoor is himself  extremely cautious about allergens
as his daughter Nafisa too is allergic to nuts and dairy
products. “We have allergen signs present on the menu
and ensure out waiters check with customers about any
special requests. People here are generally very aware
hence it’s not been a problem so far.” 
The 60-year-old restaurateur wants to focus completely
on his current venture and how to make the restaurant
stand out. So, the expansion plans will have to wait for
now. 
For Naz, being a part of  Café Goa is special and he has
no regrets. But if  he could change one thing what would
it be? “I wish I was lured into this much earlier. If  the
older generation had brought us into the industry earlier
and put more responsibilities on us, things would have
been different. But I’m not complaining. I am passionate
about my work and wish to continue with the same
momentum, just as my dad,” he concludes.  

Cafe Goa

2 Bedford Road, Barton-le-Clay, 

Bedford MK45 4JU, UK

Tel: 01582 883934. www.cafegoa.co.uk  

Chef Saifuzzaman Khan (2nd from left) with customers and his kitchen team
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By Mridula Baljekar
Could you ever imagine cooking Indian
food without a drop of  oil? Well, now
there is a way!  My revolutionary cooking
method will give you the chance to enjoy
delicious Indian meals, packed with taste,
flavour, health and vitality, but without any
added fat!  
I am not suggesting that you exclude fat
altogether from your diet.  Indeed, some
fat is essential to the body.  Fat enhances
the flavour of  any food, not just Indian.
Fat is also an important nutrient and a high
source of  energy.  It is also a carrier of  fat-
soluble vitamins.  Fats and oils help
enhance the characteristic aroma, taste and
texture of  most food.  
It is knowing which type of  fat to include
and which to avoid, or consume in small
quantities that is the first and most
important step in following a healthy diet.
There are three crucial types of  fats that
affect our diet. These are:
Saturates (present in animal fats and
cooking oils such as palm);
Mono-unsaturates (found in cooking oils
such as sunflower, rapeseed and olive) and 
Poly-unsaturates (found in oily fish such as
mackerel, sardines, salmon and herrings).
According to guidelines set out by the
Health Education Authority, saturated fat is
not really needed in our diet.  High intake

Indian Cooking 

Fat-free 

of  this fat can create high blood
cholesterol which can lead to
coronary and heart diseases.
Reducing saturates in our diet is
essential to maintain a healthy
lifestyle.
By reducing or avoiding saturates,
we automatically reduce the energy
supply to our body. This gap can be
closed by using more of  the two
beneficial types of  fats: Mono-
unsaturates and poly-unsaturates
(omega-3 fatty acids), which are
believed to be beneficial to the
heart.

Although you will certainly benefit
from an oil-free diet, I do not
claim that the recipes in my book
‘Fat-free Indian cooking’ are the
answer to a slimmer's dream.  By
ensuring that no added fat is used
in the recipes, you have taken the
first and foremost step to
following a healthy diet. Neither is
my book a manual for healthy
eating, but you can safely use it as a
guide.  
My aim is to give you the chance to
enjoy Indian food without added
fat.  Sensible control on calories is
essential to keep well.  Fat contains
more calories per gram than any
other groups of  food.  Cutting
down on fat, therefore, must top
the list of  priorities in formulating
a healthy eating routine.  If  fat,
which is naturally present in food
is enough to enhance the flavours
of  spices, why add more? 
Remember, risk follows fat. My
book offers you no fat, no risk and
great taste! 
www.mridula.co.uk

With Channel 4 presenter Kate Quilton at Food Unwrapped

Chicken Korma





Chit Chaat Chai
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I
f  you’re a lover of  street food – but also enjoy a

relaxed and comfortable dining experience – is it

possible to have the best of  both worlds?

The answer is an emphatic ‘yes’ if  you can find one of  the

few high quality restaurants specialising in street food –

and, if  it’s authentic Asian street food you’re after, look no

further that Chit Chaat Chai in south-west London.

Located in a trendy Wandsworth high street, Chit Chaat

Chai really succeeds in its efforts to replicate the feel and

atmosphere of  eating street food in a restaurant

environment.

There are vibrant artworks from Asian artists adorning the

walls – and even the thinking behind the name reflects the

ambiance the owner, Tania Rahman, wants to create.

Chaat is a type of  Indian street food, while Chai means tea,

and Chit-Chaat sums up the relaxed atmosphere offered by

the restaurant, where diners can enjoy a good chinwag over

their food.

It was a fresh Spring day when we visited the restaurant so

it was a welcome relief  to ignore the snack truck on the

short walk from Wandsworth Town Station and settle

down in the comforting warmth of  the restaurant.

Fresh and comforting was also a pretty good  way to

describe the food on offer.

We selected a mixture of  meat and veggie dishes, as my

fellow diner was a vegetarian, and there was plenty of

choice available.

The Popeye’s Paneer dish, featuring a creamed version of

the cartoon character’s favourite spinach plus paneer cubes

and roti, was a particular favourite on the veggie/vegan

front – while the one-pot chicken Biryani also stood out,

with its Sindhi style chicken curry infused with turmeric,

coriander and gram masala, plus saffron rice.

Another dish we tried was the vegetarian Samosa Chaat,

which comprised veg samosas topped with chickpea curry,

yoghurt, and chutney (or chaatney, geddit!) and was

STREETS
AHEAD



described on the

menu as the Queen of

Chaats.

Then there was a final tasty

meat dish in the shape of  some

Keema Cutlets – spiced potato patties

stuffed with lamb mince and served with a

coriander dip – set off  by some crispy okra fries

lightly tossed in masala.

All in all it was a top meal using fresh, authentic

ingredients which gave you the taste of  proper

street food – and all at a reasonable price in the

region of  £30 for two people, without drinks

which were also reasonably priced.

And the thinking behind Chit Chaat Chai seems as

equally refreshing as the food itself.The restaurant

was opened three years ago as part of  what owner

Tania Rahman calls her ‘long and fruitless quest to

fulfil an insatiable craving for my favourite India

street food’ – and following years of  experience
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preparing and serving

food in street markets

across London.Since then

the restaurant has gone from

strength to strength, with a

consistent 20% growth in revenue each

quarter, and Tania picking up a string of  awards in

the process - including Young Entrepreneur of  the

Year in the 2018 National Business Awards and Best

New Business in the Asian Business Awards.

A strong believer in empowering the local

community, Tania also works with the Prince’s Trust

to offer employment  to people on the programme,

along with the Hopscotch organisation offering chef

internships to out-of-work minority women.

So when it comes to a novel approach to Asian

street food, there’s certainly a case for Chit Chaat

Chai’s logo to include the motto Streets Ahead.

Chit Chaat Chai is at 356 Old York Road, 
London SW18 1SS Tel: 020 8480 2364
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I
ndian jackfruit is about to take its rightful place as a
versatile and healthy option on the menus of
innovative chefs across the UK

In 2011, when she was a pre-med student, Annie Ryu,
travelled to India to implement a maternal and child
healthcare program she’d developed with her brother
Alex. When she saw her first jackfruit at a street vendor’s
stall, she was immediately intrigued. Why had she never
heard of  this huge, green, oddly studded fruit that was a
dietary staple here in South and Southeast Asia? She set
out to learn more, and what she learned was this: despite

Rise of the Indian

JACKFRUIT
it’s many nutritional and ecological benefits, the majority
of  jackfruit grown in India was going to waste.
The jackfruit tree is wholly adapted to its environment—
resistant to high temperatures, drought, and easy to grow.
Because it doesn’t need to be replanted each year, it’s
more viable for farmers to plant additional trees for
future investment in their supply chain.  The jackfruit
itself  can grow to a whopping 100lb and is nutritionally
dense. It’s high in sustaining fibre and low in calories.
The immature jackfruit is flavourless and has a meaty,
firm texture.  When not stored in water, it keeps its
meaty texture and absorbs seasonings and sauces easily. 
Annie realized that jackfruit had potential that matched
its size—to not only improve our diets and health, but
also the livelihood of  local farmers, and ultimately, the
well being, of  the planet. In 2015, she launched The
Jackfruit Company: building distribution systems,
improving market opportunities for farmers, and creating

Annie Ryu
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a working international supply chain
to make jackfruit more available
around the world. It is now one of
the fastest growing companies in
the natural foods sector in the US
and the global leader for jackfruit
products and farm-to-market supply
chains.0 retailers in the United
States.
The Jackfruit Company now works
with over 1,000- farming families in
India to harvest jackfruits and the
final production process takes place
in a $1m BRC A rated factory.  They
supply over 6000 retailers in the US
with deliciously creative, 100%
vegetarian dishes, all natural, easy to
prepare, and all featuring jackfruit as
the primary ingredient.

Food service is also extremely important to the company,
particularly given the drive to get jackfruit to a bigger
audience.  “We’re focused on how to get jackfruit on
restaurant menus and in corporate and college cafeterias,
to be able to get jackfruit to people who are looking to eat
plant based periodically or routinely. Any new product
where you currently see meat is a place where jackfruit
could be,” says Annie.
Ryu’s mission goes beyond just business: she’s making
good on her promise to help farmers in India. “We’re
estimated to be contributing 10 to 40 per cent of  the
annual income of  the farmers that we work with,” she
says. In the face of  climate change, the fruit's nutritional
properties make it a viable and sustainable alternative to
imperilled staple crops like wheat and corn—as well as a
popular meat substitute which is whole food, not highly
processed. Ryu sees it "Replacing meat with a fruit that
grows on trees, is superabundant, thrives without
agricultural inputs, and is nutritious and satisfying to the
consumer-this is a fundamentally scalable solution to
multiple global problems."
The Jackfruit Company will be launching in the UK this
summer, working with Buckley & Beale, a UK importer
and distributor. Noreen Finnamore, Managing Director,
says “We are very excited to be working with The Jackfruit
Company to bring top quality jackfruit directly from India
to the UK in a convenient and resource efficient format
for food service.  We also hope to import ripe jackfruit
once we have established that there is a demand for it.”
The initial offering to food service will be catering size
pouches of  100% unseasoned young Indian jackfruit – no
added water, ready to use from the pouch.  Seasoned and
flavoured catering packs will follow.  
All wholesale or restaurant enquiries to

noreen@buckleyandbeale.com or the sales team at
Buckley & Beale on: 01454 219445.

INTERESTED?
VISIT : WWW.CURRYLIFEAWARDS.COM

Annie Ryu WITH JACK FRUIT FARMERS IN SOUTH INDIA.
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It is difficult to imagine Indian food without the fragrance
and flavours of  spices. The tantalizing aromas, vibrant
colours, and of  course the spicy, sweet and tangy flavours
make all dishes stand out. 
Often home cooks, who love experimenting with different
cuisines and recipes, strike off  Indian dishes from their list
because of  the number of  spices used as ingredients. Though
it can be a daunting to keep track of  all the goes in, the end

result can be most satisfying.
The key to successful Indian dishes is using the right spices
in accurate amounts. Spices sometimes come in the form of
seeds, coarse or fine powder, which is either roasted and
ground.  
While some curries require strong spices, for others minimal
and mild condiments accentuate the dish. There are few
spices like jeera (cumin seeds) or dhania (coriander seeds)
which have an earthy texture that balance well with the use
of  onions and tomatoes or sometimes yogurt.  
To stock up the right spices, it is essential to know what they
are regionally popular as. Here, we put together a list of  most
used spices and condiments that are used in Indian meals.
• Tulsi - Basil
• Tej Patta - Bay leaf
• Kali Mirch - Black pepper
• Hing - Asafoetida
• Kala Namak - Black salt

• Elaichi - Cardamom
• Ajwain - Caram seeds or Celery seeds
• Dalchini - Cinnamon
• Laung - Cloves
• Dhania - Coriander
• Kadi Patta - Curry leaves
• Jeera - Cumin seeds
• Amchoor - Dry mango powder

• Saunf  - Fennel
• Adrak Powder - Ginger powder
• Amla Powder - Gooseberry grass
• Lahsun Powder - Garlic powder
• Javitri - Mace
• Rai or Sarson - Mustard seeds
• Pudhina - Mint
• Haldi - Turmeric
• Imli - Tamarind
• Chakri Fool - Star Anise
• Til - Sesame seeds
• Gulkand - Rose petal conserve
• Sendha Namak - Rock salt
• Anar dana - Pomegranate seeds
• Kesar - Saffron
• Sukhi lal mirch - Dried red chilli
• Chinni - Sugar

Spices, the essence to Indian food 
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Your meals, our wheels
Now you can use Just Eat to deliver your food  

to thousands more hungry customers. 

We’ll provide the drivers and vehicles, leaving you free  
to concentrate on cooking up the food your customers love.  

Find out how we can do more together with our restaurant delivery service.

Call us today on 0203 370 9922
Only available in certain areas - subject to availability 


